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MEASURING EMERGENT POLLUTANTS WITH
ELECTROCHEMICAL REDOX PROCESSES AND DYNAMIC
MICROFLOW CONTROL

by
JOSÉ MANUEL RODRÍGUEZ DELGADO

Abstract
The expansion of urban areas and their increase in population has led to a gradual
deteriorate of natural sources, especially water resources with the increase of emergent
pollutants finding their way to these. Emergent pollutants are chemicals used on daily basis
previously unregulated but start to affect the environment when bigger concentrations start
to accumulate form human waste and industrial processes. This research work proposes two
research methodologies for the detection and control of emergent pollutants in water, first
one is an impedance measurement of the sample and second one is an electrochemical
measurement.
The impedance measurement uses an interdigitated capacitive sensor in a resistancecapacitance circuit for the detection change in impedance of a sample under analysis.
Comparing to a control sample impedance, the system can detect changes in impedance,
indicating a difference in the dielectrical properties on the sample under test. Results indicate
a clear difference between samples with different dielectric properties but a lack of
identification of the compound responsible of this change. The second proposed measuring
system, electrochemical measurements, helps to identify these molecules. The
electrochemical test is based on the cyclic voltammetry technique in which an oxidation or
reduction reaction is induced by a change in voltage on the sample. The change in voltage
and measurement of currents is done with three electrodes submerged in the sample a
working electrode that measure the current generated, a counter electrode for potential sweep
and reference electrode to maintain the voltages constant with respect to a known chemical
reaction. Measurement of the current peaks from this methodology allows a clear
identification of compounds and their concentrations, solving the problem of identification
of compounds from the impedance technique.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
Water Pollution is increasingly studied and research has conducted into new
methodologies for new pollutant detection having sensors and control systems to diminish
threshold levels, aiming for minimization of health hazards. Tests and experiments involving
electrochemical techniques have produced high resolution results in detection of emergent
contaminants in urban municipal water reservoirs using hardware and software systems
under non ideal conditions [1]. The most common techniques to determine the presence of
emergent contaminant in water has been off-line techniques that verifies the element contents
in specialized laboratories and corrective actions are taken after some lead time from the
water works utility companies around the world [2]. Optic technique detection systems have
also been used by fluorescent detection that requires several specific conditions and
specifications to obtain accurate results [3], [4]. Bio-impedance analysis allows the detection
of permittivity dielectric changes of a capacitive sensor system and using impedance
spectrometry, the concentration of pollutants have found. The interdigitated capacitive
sensors have the ability of increasing the surface interaction with the formed dielectric in
such a way that huge changes in impedances can be detected, in liquid water sensing, if a
proper bridge system is used in the instrumentation hardware [5]. Moreover, using bioimpedance electrodes by electrochemical reactions is possible to detect REDOX reactions
that will create current gains in capacitive electrodes that could provide enough sensitivity to
detect pollutant thresholds for on-line determination of emergent contamination in liquid
water. This research proposes the use of several electrochemical techniques to design a
complete detection and verification system for water pollutant detection in reservoir systems.
This research presents the development of a methodology towards detection and
measuring of different kind of emergent pollutants in water such as phenols and antibacterials. The methodology uses Bio-impedance and REDOX amplification techniques to
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design a prototype for water liquid detection system based upon capacitive transducers. This
chapter discusses:
1. Research motivation
2. State of the Art
3. Problem Statement
4. Objectives
5. Main contributions
6.

Thesis Organization

1.1 Justification
The development of techniques for detection, controlling and monitoring hazardous
water contaminants is a serious concern that intends to provide procedures to prevent health
risks in populations and communities. A new problem in the area of water contaminants is
the rise of emergent pollutants, which are substances previously not regulated and now are
emerging due to the human activities so far. Research performed on their effects on living
organisms classifies those pollutants as dangerous for the natural environment and living
beings in the whole ecosystem [6], [7]. Some of those new pollutants are generated from
human consumption products and general human activities. Products such as industrial
additives, personal care solutions, pharmaceutical creams, analgesics, cleaning products,
medicines, and steroids, are among these emergent contaminants and constitute a heavy load
to eliminate from the life cycle.
The control and tracking of those contaminant substances is extremely important
during their whole life cycle, because they could degrade to even more toxic and harmful
sub-products than the original compound. New regulations and standards for new sensor
devices have not been completely developed and more analytic, dynamic and efficient
detection methodologies are required to control the pollutant levels in municipal water
8

reservoir systems. In 1994, the World Health Organization (WHO) classified phenol
compounds as a hazardous water contaminant when released to the environment [8]. United
States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) in their guideline EPA-HQ-OW-2008-0553
recommends for phenol criteria for human health of less than 10,000μg/L and 300μg/L for
organoleptic effects (eg. taste, odor). In Mexico, Comision Nacional del Agua (CONAGUA)
the norm NOM-127-SSA1-1994 indicates a limit to phenol in potable water below 1μg/L.
Expensive equipment and techniques for phenol detection make hard to implement cost
effective and user friendly monitoring systems [9] and most of the time those pollutants make
their way to nature before any detection is done, generating harmful risks to the ecosystem.
A great opportunity exists to develop technologies for early detection of phenols and other
harmful pollutants, using less expensive techniques and portable equipment. This work
proposes a solution to this problem by developing custom and pollutant specific technology
based upon electrochemical measurements and using novel carbon-MEMS electrodes
produced by photolithography and miniaturization techniques.

1.1.1 State of the art
Electrode structures at low frequencies with small dimensions relative to the
wavelength of the stimulation signals can be modeled as an interconnection of lumped
passive or active electrical components. When the signal are either RF or beyond (>1MHz)
this model consists of a two port network and its analysis can be found in many microwave
engineering books [10]. The precise characterization and modeling of electrode structures
are important in the continuous monitoring of different electrochemical processes such as
phenolic contaminants reacting with laccase enzyme where reactance variations are detected
by electrical circuits. Also, microfluidic biosensors and electrodes have been successfully
tested in experimental set ups with promising applications such as: the development of a
micro-flow injection amperometric biosensor system to determine the glucose content of
9

pharmaceutical injections [11]; dielectric spectroscopy and dielectrophoresis to sense
changes in dielectric properties of cells [12]; different dielectric techniques used to measure
cell viability and their utility [13]; characterization of dielectric properties of oil palm
biocomposites [14]; and analyses of the frequency domain characteristics of a single-cell
covered microelectrode impedance for cellular biosensing applications [15].
In addition, impedance spectrometry has been used to determine dielectric
characteristics of biological substances. Impedance spectrometry has provided remarkable
developments with the following important contributions: impedance characterization of
cell-electrode interface using an equivalent circuit approach [16]; development of capacitive
impedance spectroscopy (CIS) to investigate the electric properties of electrochemical
materials [17]; cell manipulation and analysis using dielectrophoresis and micro-electrical
impedance spectroscopy in chromaffin and red blood cells [18]; measurement of impedance
in biofluids to examine the impact of the length and concentration of free-floating doublestranded DNA molecules [19]; and the use of a resonant sensing electrode structure having
an external inductor to sense human blood cells [20]. RF and MW signal stimulation have
been used in bioprocessing to characterize dielectric properties of materials such as: moisture
content in grains and in considering dielectric heating applications of agricultural products
[21] ; evaluation of the RF safety of mobile phones in terms of specific absorption rate [22];
development of a microwave nondestructive evaluation to measure dielectric properties of
liquids [23]; measurement of the scattering transmission parameters to determine the
dielectric properties of wheat, corn and soybeans [24]; and measurement of dielectric
properties of homogeneous isotropic medium using microwave frequency signal stimulation
[25].
Current methodologies for detection of pollutants use mass spectrometry in
combination with High Performance Liquid Chromatography (HPLC), Gas Chromatography
[9], [26] or Raman Spectroscopy [27], [28]. Figure 1.1 illustrates one of this instruments, a
HPLC machine for detection of trace pollutants in water.
10

Those methods use samples taken from an already polluted water reservoir and
comparison of the concentration results to a reference sample. The concentration difference
between measured and reference samples generate a differential value of concentration which
is used to estimate the pollutant content. Results from these methodologies are very accurate
and detect concentrations in the order of parts per billion (ppb) [29]. However, their use is
limited due to the following drawbacks:
a).

Time to run (lead time).

b).

Time to move a sample form the source to the laboratory.

c).

Pre-concentration of samples. Need a sample preparation with specific

concentrations before the test is made.
d).

Lack of continuous monitoring reduces the usefulness of this technique for

measurements in situ.
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Figure 1.1: High Performance Liquid Chromatography (HPLC) instrument

New methodologies involving electrochemical measurements combined with new
transducer materials are changing the concept of portable laboratories. Instrumentation can
be developed to monitor small arrays with appropriate transducers, which measure target
contaminants and they are miniaturized to form the so called lab-on-a-chip devices [30].
Those new instruments use sample size in the order of microliters to study the content values
to provide a complete concentration analysis. An example of transducers having those
characteristics are tiny carbon micro-electrodes built by micro-fabrication techniques such as
photolithography. Figure 1.2 shows an interdigitated carbon microelectrode which is used as
a water liquid capacitive transducer to sense pollutant concentration in liquid water [31]–
[33].
12

This research focuses on carbon capacitive electrodes to develop a low cost, fast leadtime, and suitable for on-line applications. We estimate that this methodology will prevent
the mobility and time lag problems presented with the HPLC and Raman technologies.

Figure 1.2. Carbon Microelectrode transducer showing interdigitated capacitive sensing
scheme

1.2 Problem Statement
Current methodologies for detection and control of pollutants rely on advanced
hardware that is found only in specialized laboratories and methodologies that require a time
consuming sample processing. Pretreatment of samples is required to obtain a signal related
to the quality of a water sample from a natural, industrial or local water source under
monitoring. This research proposes a simpler and direct approach to the detection of these
pollutants with electrochemical methodologies and state of the art carbon electrodes to
achieve similar results.

1.3 Project Objectives
The goals of this research are:
13



To analyze the characteristics of a selected group of emerging pollutants.



To develop transducer prototypes, using carbon microelectrodes fabricated by
photolithographic processes, for measuring physical characteristics of liquid
water samples.



To design a system for determination of electrochemical characteristics in
liquid water samples having a selected group of emergent contaminants such
as phenols.



To test new techniques for REDOX amplification, applied to phenol and antibacterial detection in water, coming from carbon microlectrode transducer
prototypes in controlled electrochemical process.



To test CD-microfluidics methods to implement liquid water pollutant sensors
in capacitive transducers embedded into the CD.



To develop the required graphical programming software in LabVIEW to for
measuring and controlling a selected group of emergent pollutants in liquid
water reservoirs.



To perform a statistical validation analysis to determine the resolution and
threshold characteristics of the prototype´s transducer technology, comparing
those to the pollutant concentration norms dictated by national or international
health organizations.

1.4 Main Contributions
The main contribution of this research is the development of a full blown
methodology to design, analyze, characterize and test a transducer that monitor the presence
of phenols and specific emergent contaminants in liquid water reservoirs. The transducer
prototype is tested for the maximum definition, discrimination and resolution to allow a
continuous sampling comparable to the pollutant threshold levels posed by national and
14

international standards for potable water. Moreover, the system will work on-line, having a
fast lead time, with graphics programming that permits quick adaptation to different reservoir
environments and to consolidate a low cost solution for municipal water sampling. The
sensor device used by the transducer prototype is based upon the principle of capacitive bioimpedance and REDOX electrochemical amplification, through the ionic interchange over a
four terminal potentiostat system. Finally, the transducer prototype will be compatible to the
CD-microfluidics technology and statistical analysis upon the prototype outcomes is
performed to validate the expected features such as resolution, REDOX amplification and
capacitive electrode characterization.

1.5 Thesis Organization
This research methodology and dissertation laboratory work is presented in a
sequence of seven chapters that contain their own introduction and summary. Chapter 1
describes the introduction, justification, literature search, problem description, objectives,
main contribution and thesis organization. Chapter 2 develops a review to the theoretical
background related to this research, explaining different techniques and methods that validate
the prototype experimentation. The chapter also provides a solid background to the
fundamental principles used to physically validate the expected results in the experimental
phases of the research. Chapter 3 analyzes the first approach for the detection of emergent
pollutants. This first method measures the physical properties of water liquid samples having
a capacitive transducer with interdigitated copper electrodes. This elementary sensor
prototype is characterized by bio-impedance measurements using a hybrid voltage divider
(HVD) and a vector network analyzer (VNA) to validate and verify the consistency of the
impedance results at different operating frequencies. Chapter 4 describes the water pollutant
detection strategies using electrochemical methods such as of cyclic voltammetry (CV) and
square wave voltammetry (SWV), having platinum and carbon as working electrodes.
15

Chapter 5 illustrates the use of electrochemical reactions for the detection of emerging
pollutants using C-MEMS (carbon micro electro mechanical systems) microelectrode
technology. The C-MEMS electrodes are fabricated using photolithography processes and
they consolidate an interdigitated capacitive sensor capable to perform REDOX inter-finger
reactions to enhance the electrochemical gain. Improved and more sensitive measurements
are obtained, compared with traditional electrochemical methods that use larger electrodes,
using a new potentiostatic circuit that detects the working and active currents of the device.
Chapter 6 introduces the design and test of a rotating platform for the analysis of liquid water
samples inside a CD-microfluidic device that uses centrifugal forces to move water through
different chambers inside the disk. This platform will be compatible to implement liquid
water capacitive transducers where processes such as heating and cooling are combined with
chemical reactions and movement, to improve and accelerate the on-line water sampling
results from experimentation. Finally, Chapter 7 concludes the dissertation focusing with the
discussion of the figure of merit of the prototype design, the methodology and the future
application of this on-line procedures aiming a closed loop implementation to enhance the
pollutant-removal and stability of water reservoirs for communities.
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Chapter 2: Theoretical Background
To fundament the work done on this document, this chapter covers concepts that are
of interest and used during several experiments and includes basic concepts and information
of emerging pollutants, methodologies and technologies and how these interact for the
development of a physical platform for detection of contaminants.

2.1 Emergent Pollutants
The increase on the number of products that reach our daily lives from manufacturing
and pharmaceutical industry increased the amount of emissions produced from the industry
and human consumption of those products. Most of these emissions have sub products that
are not regulated and recent research shows that they are dangerous for the environment.
Some of these contaminants are illustrated in table 2.1 which outlines some of the compounds
used and the related molecules derived from these [6], [34].

Table 2.1 Compounds and related examples of emergent pollutants
Compounds

Examples


Acetaminophen



Diclofenac



Diazepam



Ibuprofen



Tetrabromo bisphenol A



Diphenyl ethers

Antimicrobials



Triclosan

Steroids and Hormones



Diethylstilbestol



Estradiol

Pharmaceuticals

Flame retardants
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Surfactants



Estriol



Alkylphenol

From table 2.1, a substance that is commonly used in a chemical or physical process
is considered an emergent pollutant when is found outside the environment in which is used.
From these pollutants, some of the more studied are presented next, describing their
characteristics, uses, and risk if found outside their main applications.

Bisphenol A (BPA)
This molecule is one of the most produced chemicals in the world, is used in several
products as an essential component of polycarbonate, commonly in the form of plastic
containers like water bottles, toys, tubing, epoxy resins for beverages and food cans.
Even through it is required for a fabrication wide variety of products, current research
indicates that exposure to bisphenol A can influence the development of health problems in
humans and animals. Bisphenol A is known to be an endocrine disruptor which can mimic
estrogen and is related to problems in the development of the reproductive and metabolic
systems. It is also linked to an increased incidence of problems in the cardiovascular system,
as well as in organs like the liver, kidney and pancreas [35]–[41].

Hydroquinone (HQ)
Belonging to the phenol family, the uses for this compound includes the
manufacturing of dyes, photographic developers, manufacturing of rubber, pesticides,
cosmetics and depigmenting agents in dermatologic preparations. Another use for
hydroquinone is therapy for hyperpigmentary disorders with topical hydroquinone [42].
Even though hydroquinone has many applications, toxicological research reveals an
increase in renal adenomas in male F344 rats and cell leukemia in female F344 rats [43], [44]
, and cause kidney damage and acute myeloid leukemia in the human body [45]–[49].
18

Nonylphenol (NP)
Belonging to the phenol family, nonylphenol is used a surfactant for cleaning and
industrial processes, fungicides, pesticides, detergents. Nonylphenol also acts as an endocrine
disruptor and causes harmful effects on the human body inhibiting endogenous hormone
actions and causing cancer [50]–[52]. Due to the risk involved for humans, studies of the
kinetics and pathways of nonylphenol [53]–[55] are important to reduce the emission of this
chemical to the environment.

Triclosan (TCS)
Used as an anti-micro biocide in toothpaste and soaps, this molecule is added to
cleaning products to kill bacteria in the human body (soaps) and mouth (toothpaste). It is also
added to cosmetics, polymers and textile fibers for anti-bacterial consumer products.
When triclosan reach wastewaters and soil, it is absorbed by aquatic life and plants,
increasing the accumulation of triclosan, affecting fertilization, development of embryos
[56], growing of algae and increase of bacteria resistance to triclosan [57], [58].

Ibuprofen (IBU)
Ibuprofen is a propanoic acid (a small, natural occurring acid with a carboxylic group
[C(O)OH])

with analgesic, antipyretic, anti-inflammatory properties for treatment of

inflammatory and painful diseases. It is excreted by humans under treatment because is not
fully metabolized, reaching the sewers and concentrating in wastewater.
The aquatic ecosystem is affected by this drug, as it inhibits growth, causes lysomal
membrane destabilization and disrupt antioxidant and detoxifying enzyme activities [59]–
[62].

Diclofenac (DCF)
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Non-steroidal anti-inflamatory drug used for treatment of rheumatoid disorders with
similar characteristics to ibuprofen. Is not absorbed completely in the human body and
excreted to sewers and wastewater.
High concentrations of diclofenac in bodies have a negative effect on them,
presenting histopathological effects, liver lesions, kidney lesions, gastrointestinal lesions,
cardiovascular lesions, sub-cellular effects, genotoxicity and estrogenic effects [63]–[69]

Metformin
Is a biguanide antihyperglicemic agent, used worldwide for treatment of type-2
diabetes mellitus that has the advantage of lowering serum glucose levels [70]. Even though
metformin is not linked to emergent pollutants, detection is important for dosages control in
diabetes patients and minimize the risk of cancer related to it [71]–[76]

Glipizide
Is used as a sulfonylurea hypoglycemic agent for treatment of non-insulin dependent
diabetes mellitus. As with metformin, control of glipizide doses is desired in diabetes patients
for minimization of negative effects [77]–[80].

Dopamine
This hormone and neurotransmitter is not considered an emergent pollutant and is
hard for it to go to water resources where it can cause harm to aquatic life. Is involved in
various functions in the brain like reward learning, exploration, preparation and execution in
goal directed behavior. Deficiencies in the neurons that regulate this hormone are related to
neural disorders like Parkinson disease, bipolar disorder and schizophrenia [81]–[84].
This work for detection of emergent pollutants use electrochemical techniques that
can be applied to detection of dopamine increasing the scientific application of the current
detection system.
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2.2 Detection Schemes
The rising problem of emergent pollutants requires the implementation of monitoring
and detection systems to control the rate of emissions to the environment. Some of these
schemes are based on the measurement of electrical and chemical characteristics of the
pollutants to identify the principal pattern that differentiates one molecule form another. For
the identification of these products, bioimpedance and electrochemical techniques are used
in this research to characterize these compounds.

2.2.1 Bioimpedance
Impedance is a physical characteristic of matter to oppose an electrical current
generated by a differential of potential applied to it, commonly in the form of a voltage. The
focus on bioimpedance is how the physical characteristics of a biological sample resist the
flow of current between a pair of electrodes. Depending of these physical properties, the
material may behave in a different way to the voltage applied to it, allowing or resisting the
flow of current in the material. A common setup to measure impedance is referenced in figure
2.1. The use of two electrodes of area “A” placed parallel between the sample to measure
and apply a direct current (DC) or alternate current (AC) voltage “V” and measure the electric
current “I” in the circuit. The relation between voltage and current is known as Ohm law
(equation 2.1) and represent how the impedance (R in DC and Z in AC) and is a characteristic
of the biological sample measured interact with the voltage and current.
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Figure 2.1.Diagram for measurement of impedance of a sample

I

V
R

(2.1)

When using an AC voltage, attention to the impedance of the sensor itself must be
subtracted from the results, due to the capacitive effect of the parallel plates adding to the
impedance effect. This also can be used to characterize the sensor as shown in chapter 3.

2.2.1 Electrochemical Schemes

Electrochemical measurements are another technique for the characterization of
reactions and physical properties. These measurements objective is to find the way a specific
set of chemicals in an reaction interact with each other through the electron exchange
between analytes and ions by the carefully research and control of chemical reactions using
differences in concentrations and potentials between electrodes. Our interest is the study of
the electric currents generated by the transport of charge between theses chemical reactions
for the characterization of the species under observation.
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Generally, the reactions we want on electrochemical measurements are between the
electrodes of interest and the electrolyte in contact with them, forming an electrochemical
cell in which the reaction occurs in the interfaces between electrodes and electrolyte as shown
in figure 2.2.

Figure 2.2. Typical electrochemical cell with electrodes of Zn and Ag wire covered with
AgCl immersed in a ZnCl2 solution
A potential between electrodes of an electrochemical cell is generally present,
indicating the differences in electric potential between the phases in the cell. This potential
affects the flow of energy between interfaces. The measurement and control of this voltage
allows a change in the in the direction and rate of charge transfer in the cell.
Inside the electrochemical cell two independent half reactions occur, each one at the
two electrodes which respond different to the interfacial potential difference in each
electrode. Normally only one reaction is of interest in these systems, the electrode in which
this reaction happens is named working electrode (WE). The second electrode is then
standardized with a known reaction, this second electrode is the reference electrode (RE).
Since the reference electrode has a fixed potential, changing the potential between electrodes
changes the potential of the working electrode with respect to the reference electrode.
Controlling the potential on the working electrode to a high negative value increases the
energy of the electrons on the working electrode enough to transfer electrons from the
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working electrode to the electrolyte, this is a reduction current. This effect can also be
reversed, lowering the electron energy on the working electrode with positive voltage creates
an oxidation current from the electrolyte to the working electrode these potentials are called
standard potential (E0) and they are related to the chemicals in the system. When measuring
the potential between the working and reference electrode with a current passing through
them, a small voltage drop is included in this measurement and equal to iRs where Rs is the
resistance of the solution between the electrodes. To minimize this effect, a third electrode
called Auxiliar or Counter electrode (AE or CE) is used in the electrochemical cell. With this
three electrode scheme, iRs is mostly removed from the measurements.

2.3 Microfabrication Schemes for Carbon Sensors
Development of sensors at micron sizes (1 × 10−6 meters) requires the use of micro
manufacturing techniques commonly used on MEMS (Micro Electro Mechanical Systems)
technologies. For Carbon MEMS (C-MEMS) the process starts with a clean silicon wafer
with or without an oxide layer on the surface depending of the desired characteristics or
etching procedure. This wafer is then coated on a thin layer of photoresist, which is an organic
polymer sensitive to ultraviolet radiation and placed in a resist spinner (figure 2.3) to
distribute evenly and to the desired thickness photoresist over the wafer depending of the
centrifugal force program.
After coating a wafer with photoresist, a process of soft baking is introduced to
improve adhesion and remove stress from the photoresist by heating the wafer according to
the desired characteristics. The next process is to engrave a pattern on the photoresist with
help of a UV light and a mask (figure 2.4) with a desired pattern printed over it and placed
between the UV light and wafer. This technique is known as photolithography and engraves
the pattern of the mask depending of type of photoresist. For a negative photoresist, UV light
reacts in the exposed zones of the wafer rendering insoluble to solvents those parts, creating
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a negative print of the mask on the wafer. In positive photoresist the mask protects from UV
light the photoresist, duplicating the pattern from the mask.

Figure 2.3: Resist Spinner with wafer covered in photoresist

Figure 2.4: Mask for photolithography on positive photoresist

After stripping unwanted photoresist from the wafer using solvents, the pattern etched
on photoresist can go to pyrolysis. In this step, the wafer is put inside a furnace at a very high
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temperature in a nitrogen environment; this is to induce carbonization of the pattern without
burning it out with oxygen. At the end, carbon microelectrodes are obtained and ready for
test (figure 2.5).

Figure 2.5: Finished Carbon Electrodes over Si Wafer

2.4 Data Processing
At the moment to analyze results from experiments, most of the time, the raw data
must be processed to obtain significant information form signals that most of the time
contains noise from external sources and artifacts. Data analysis is required to extract useful
information from raw data and present results of statistical importance in a clear way for an
easy analysis. Several techniques are implemented in this research to improve the raw data
and present graphs in a clear way for a better understanding in the phenomena taking place.
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2.4.1 Anova
Analysis of Variance (Anova) is a statistical technique for comparison between
groups. Provides a statistical hypothesis test of whether or not the means of several groups
are equal. Useful in comparing (testing) three or more means (groups or variables) for
statistical significance. The statistical test is performed calculating the variance between
samples called mean square between samples (MSB) and variance within samples or mean
square within samples (MSW) and estimating the variance of populations, σ2 [85].

With the values of MSB and MSW we can calculate a test statistic F as:

𝐹=

𝑉𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑏𝑒𝑡𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑛 𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑠 𝑀𝑆𝐵
=
𝑉𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ𝑖𝑛 𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑠
𝑀𝑆𝑊

That is related to the F distribution with parameters 𝑘 − 1 and 𝑛 − 𝑘, where k is the
number of groups and n the number of data values in samples. With the F distribution a pvalue is returned, which indicates under the null hypothesis that all samples in X are drawn
from groups with the same mean. If p is near zero, it casts doubt on the null hypothesis and
suggests that at least one sample mean is significantly different than the other sample means.
Common significance levels are 0.05 or 0.01.

2.4.2 Digital Filters
Removing noise from signals is an important task for analysis and processing of
information within the raw data measured. Without a clear signal, critical information may
be lost and phenomena in the experiment remain hidden. Digital filters are the proposed
solution for processing of noisy signals and improvement of the information.
Digital filters process the information form the signal and amplify or reduce the
desired characteristics of interest. Depending on how the digital filters respond to an impulse
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function, they are classified in two categories, Finite Impulse Response (FRI) and Infinite
Impulse Response (IIR). The difference in FRI and IIR filters is that FRI filters output is
based only in coefficients and their interaction with the input signal, while IIR filters output
depends form the input and previous results from the output as a reclusive system response.
For this work FRI filters are implemented with two algorithms, Zero-Phase filter and
Savitzky-Golay filter.
Zero-Phase filter is a type of filter that process the signal from the first element of the
data to the last one, and then reverse the data and run a new analysis thought the filter. The
output of this filter returns a signal without a zero phase distortion as the name indicates.
Savitzky-Golay filter are also called smoothing polynomial filter or least squares
smoothing filters are implemented in noisy signals with a large frequency span. The
advantage of this filter is that they not remove important information from high frequencies
mixed with noise but at a disadvantage of not minimizing noise at the same level of other
FRI filters.

2.5 Summary
An increasing necessity for detection, identification and control of emergent
pollutants due to the increase of industrial human activities and waste produced by human
activities. Several of these emergent pollutants were not classified as contaminants until just
some years ago. This change came after several test and observations on common chemicals
revealed how they impact negatively life on affected environments and present a hazard to
organism in close contact to these pollutants.
For detection of these contaminants, two methodologies are proposed, impedance
detection and electrochemical detection. Impedance method relays on the physical
characteristics of the sample to oppose an electrical current called impedance, due to an
electrical potential between two or more electrodes. A limiting factor in the impedance
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methodology is the measurement itself which reveals a change of impedance but not the
cause of this change indicates a process is modifying the physical characteristics of a sample
with respect to a control sample but we cannot determinate what the direct reason is. The
second method, electrochemical detection, use chemical reactions for detection and
identification of compounds dissolved on a sample. Detection and identification in this
method occurs by doing a reduction and oxidation reaction between interfaces of electrodes
and solution by a change in potential on the electrodes of the system and a measurement of
the generated currents. Plotting voltage versus current, the current graph reveal the
characteristics of the solution and identification of peaks and slopes relate the results with
associated chemicals.
Depending of the type of detection, different kind of electrodes are needed. For
impedance detection, electrodes can be of simple materials like copper or aluminum and can
use basic geometries of parallel plates to complex geometries like interdigitated electrodes
to toroid electrode systems. For electrochemical detection, material that facilitates the
chemical reactions are needed, like carbon or platinum and the geometry of these is more
important for the chemical reaction kinetics leading to geometries that reach micrometer
dimensions.
Measurements obtained from these methodologies also need some kind of validation,
one way is the use of statistic methods like ANOVA that compares results between them and
give a clear relation of how likely are related results and experiments. Before a comparison
is important to remove noise from the data first with digital filters to make sure comparisons
and validation is close to ideal results.
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Chapter 3: Impedance Techniques
A first approach for detection of pollutants in water is the measurement of the
conductivity/impedance in water samples to determine the magnitude that these contaminants
change this value. The sensor for these experiments is an interdigitated capacitor made in a
printed circuit board (PCB).
3.1 Introduction
A first approach to tackle is the design and electrical characterization of a capacitive
interdigitated electrode sensor made on a printed circuit board (PCB) for its use as a proof of
concept on detection of phenolic pollutants in water resources. The characterization
employed used a Vector Network Analyzer (VNA) to determine the S-parameter model and
a Hybrid Voltage Divider circuit (HVD) to determine the low frequency impedance model.
The characterization was performed under two conditions: free air and distilled water
as dielectric media. The electrical characterization of the electrodes is performed by means
of a VNA in the frequency range 500 KHz to 5 MHz. The measured S-parameters are used
to model the electrodes as T or PI equivalent lumped electrical circuit. On the HVD signals
up to 500 KHz were used with an oscilloscope having a constant R, measurements on voltage
and phase were carried out on the capacitive sensor, C, to obtain the reactance parameters.
A test with the HVD and the electrode was performed using laccase enzyme
(benzenediol: oxygen oxidoreductase; EC 1.10.3.2), as biorecognition element to bring
specificity to the assay. The enzyme was immerse in a distilled water and media composed
by a mixture of phosphate buffer and ABTS (3-ethylbenzothiazoline-6-sulfonic acid) to
emulate the effect of polluted water with phenolic compounds. The present work
characterizes the design of interdigitated electrode capacitive sensors to perform
measurements of pollutants in water using two methods. The laccase from Pycnoporus
sanguineus, an enzyme with wide substrate speciﬁcity for the phenolic substrates [86], [87]
was incorporated to the electrode array to be used as biorecognition element. The
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characterization methodology compares the performance of the sensor prototype using both,
a VNA and an HVD, to detect capacitive changes at specific frequencies. The aim of the
study is to probe the use of a simple and inexpensive circuit such as the HVD to detect
pollutants in contaminated water
3.2 Detection
The specifications for characterization and potential application of interdigitated
capacitive sensor structure considered in this study are: operating frequencies of 500 KHz,
2.0 MHz and 5.0 MHz, and copper electrode printed on a standard PCB. This prototype
characterization and testing are based upon two methods:
1. The interdigitated capacitive sensor structure forms a transmission media having
scattering parameters (S type) which can be transformed to impedance parameters (Z
type). The final results provide a T-type impedance or Π-type model developed from the
reciprocal network characteristics as explained in the methodology section. The
measurements were performed using a VNA (Rhodes & Schwarz ZVB-8, BW up to 2
GHz) considering three transmitting media: air, water and biological material.
2. The interdigitated capacitive sensor structure forms the reactive part of a hybrid voltage
divider (HVD) network which has been calibrated using a 3.3 KΩ resistor to provide a
capacitance range from 60 to 1000 pF when air, water or contaminated material is used
as a dielectric material in field experiments.
For the characterization and evaluation of the electrical parameters in the
interdigitated electrodes forming the capacitive sensor, two methodologies were used at
frequencies of 500 KHz, 2 MHz and 5 MHz using a VNA and using a simple voltage divider
circuit operating at 500 KHz. Figures 3.1 and 3.2 show schematic diagrams of both
methodologies: VNA and HVD.
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Figure 3.1: Schematic diagram (Left) and picture of the VNA connections to the capacitive
sensor for testing (right).

Figure 3.2: Schematic diagram (Left) and picture of the Hybrid Voltage Divider
connections to the capacitive sensor for testing (Right).

The use of these two detection schemes provides useful information to predict the
behavior of the physical phenomenon taking place on the capacitive sensor.

3.2.1 Capacitive Sensor using VNA
In the VNA equivalent voltages, currents, and their related impedance/admittance
matrices become an artificial abstraction tool for characterization and modeling of the
capacitive sensor. A capacitive sensor structure where high-frequency stimulation is
performed to describe the behavior of biological media can be modeled as a two port network
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(Figure 3.3a). A good representation of this appropriate network for direct measurements
having incident, reflected and transmitted waves can be obtained by the so called scattering
matrix or S-matrix. The scattering matrix provided a complete description of the two port
network and their parameters can be calculated using network analysis techniques. Moreover,
those scattering parameters can be also measured by the VNA and then converted to
impedance form. The scattering matrix [S] was defined in terms of incident and reflected
voltage signals as follows:
V1    S11
   
V2   S 21

S12  V1  
 
S 22  V2  

[V  ]  [S ][V  ]

(3.1)
(3.2)

Where Vi- represented the amplitude of the voltage wave reflected from port i, Vi+
represents the amplitude of the voltage wave incident to port i, and the specific elements of
the S-Matrix were defined as follows:

S ij 

Vi
Vj



(3.3)




Vi  0 for k  j

Which means that Sij is determined by driving port j using incident signal wave Vj+
and measuring the reflected wave amplitude Vi- at output of port i. Thus, Sii describes the
reflection S-parameter seen looking into port i when the other port is terminated in matching
load (usually 50 Ω ) and Sij describes the reflection S-parameter from port j to port i when
the other port was terminated in matching load (usually 50 Ω ). A transformation of the SMatrix model was convenient to illustrate an impedance model as shown in the figure 3.3a.
The impedance model was expressed from the transformation from currents to voltages as
follows:
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V1   Z11 Z12   I 1 
V    Z
 
 2   21 Z 22   I 2 

(3.4)

Where Z11 is the input impedance, defined as the ratio of voltage V1 to current I1
measured at port 1 with open output port 2 or I2=0 (forward measurement), Z21 is the forward
transfer impedance, defined as the ratio of voltage V2 to current I1 measured with open output
port 2 or I2=0 (forward measurement), Z12 is the reverse transfer impedance, defined as the
ratio of voltage V1 to current I2 measured with open input port 1 or I1=0 (reverse
measurement), and Z22 is the output impedance, defined as the ratio of voltage V2 to current
I2 measured at port 2 with open input port 1 or I1=0 (reverse measurement). To transform the
scattering matrix or parameters S to impedance matrix Z, the following equations are used:

(1  S11)(1  S22 )  S12S21
(1  S11)(1  S22 )  S12S21
2 S12
Z12  Z o
(1  S11 )(1  S 22 )  S12 S 21
Z11  Z o

(3.6)

2 S 21
(1  S11 )(1  S 22 )  S12 S 21

(3.7)

(1  S11 )(1  S 22 )  S12 S 21
 Zo
(1  S11 )(1  S 22 )  S12 S 21

(3.8)

Z 21  Z o

Z 22

(3.5)

Where Zo is the matched characteristic impedance which the electrode structure has
been calibrated, in this case this is exactly 50 Ω and it is symmetrical seen from port 1 or
seen from port 2. The capacitive sensor shows mirror impedance matching looking from port
1 and looking from port 2. Therefore, an equivalent electrical impedance representation
shows the T topology which is illustrated in the figure 3b. In this case, the transformation to
the impedances Z1, Z2 and Z3 for the T model was given as follows:

Z1  Z11  Z12

(3.9)

Z 2  Z 22  Z12

(3.10)
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Z 3  Z12  Z 21

(3.11)

Likewise a reciprocal model, the Π-equivalent admittance can be obtained from the
impedance parameters as follows:
Yin  Y11  Y12  1 / Z11  1 / Z12

(3.12)

Yout  Y22  Y12  1 / Z 22  1 / Z12

(3.13)

Y12  Y21  1 / Z12

(3.14)

Figure 3.3: a) Representation of a two port network with parameters [S] to describe the
behavior of the network. b) Visualization of the two port network as a T-Π
circuit.
T model presents several important characteristics for the capacitive sensor:
1. Z1 increases the sensor´s equivalent impedance at Port 1 if Port 2 is open circuited.
2. Z2 increases the sensor´s equivalent impedance at Port 2 if Port 1 is open circuited.
3. Z3 represents the shunt impedance usually connected to the ground plane of the
sensor system and typically is described by an RC network with specific permittivity
and resistance depending upon the biological media.
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Summarizing the methodology we described the following procedure to obtain the
impedance parameters of the electrode structure.
1. Connect the Interdigitated electrodes capacitive sensor to the SMA (Sub-Miniature
version A) coaxial RF (Radio Frequency) cables, 1 for each side of the electrodes.
2. Connect SMA cables to the vector network analyzer.
3. Configure the vector network analyzer to read and measure the S parameters.
4. Use S parameters to calculate Z parameters using equations 3.5 to 3.8.
5. Use Z parameters to calculate T-Π circuits using equations 3.9 to 3.14.

3.2.2 Capacitive sensor using HVD
The HVD (hybrid voltage divider) consisted of an RC network where the capacitive
sensor was connected to ground and it was adjusted at the half power point. This is, at the
operating frequency of 500 KHz, the resistance value equals to the sensor´s capacitive
reactance such that the detection and measurement of the impedance were performed roughly
at the point where the impedance magnitude equals the value of R (a standard 3.3K carbon
resistance having a tolerance of 5%). The figure 3.2 shows the typical hybrid voltage divider.
Parasitic effects and cable resistances were neglected in this experiment.
The magnitude and phase of the capacitive sensor´s output voltage, VC1, are given by:

VC1 

1
1  ( o R  C1) 2

VS

(VC1 )   arctan[o R  C1]

(3.15)
(3.16)

The HVD detection showed some important characteristics:
1. The device behaved as a low pass filter of the input signal VS with a phase going from
0 to -90°.
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2. According to this behavior, the magnitude of the output voltage reduced to 70% of
the DC value when ωo=1/RC.
3. When the capacitive reactance XC=1/( ωo C) equals the resistance of the divider, R,
the magnitude of the output voltage also reduced to 70% of the input signal magnitude
(half power point).
Summarizing the HVD methodology we described the following procedure to
measure the interdigitated capacitance electrode characteristics as follow.
1. Connect resistor in a series circuit with the capacitive sensor (C1) using interdigitated
electrodes. The impedance of the resistor must be close to the impedance (XC1) of the
capacitive sensor. Figure 2.
2. Connect the series circuit to a function generator with a sine signal and frequency that
results in an approximate value (less than 1% error) of XC.
3. Connect an oscilloscope channel 1 to the function generator and channel 2 to the
capacitive sensor´s electrodes.
4. Measure the peak voltage of both channels and their phase difference; with these
parameters we can calculate the angle and magnitude of the impedance in the
capacitive sensor, allowing a constant measurement of the impedance changes when
a different substance is introduced over C1.
3.3 Capacitance Modeling
Using the design software SOLIDWORKS, an interdigitated capacitor was modeled
then the geometry exported to simulation software COMSOL Multiphysics and simulated
using electrical parameters to obtain the capacitance. The proposed model contains 50 cooper
electrodes equally spaced between them with a length, width and height of 50.3mm,
0.508mm and 0.035mm respectively. The electrodes were separated in two groups of 25 and
connected through the same node of 50.3mm by 2.54mm, forming an array where each
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electrode is equally spaced a distance of 0.508mm with respect to the neighboring electrode
and a separation of 1.016mm between electrodes arrays (see Figure 3.4).
After the design, the prototype was fabricated over a printed circuit board (PCB) with
FR4 epoxy (εr=4.5) as the dielectric and cooper electrodes. For the simulations, we
considered 2 capacitances occurring over the prototype, the capacitance of the FR4 and the
capacitance of the surface where the biological samples were measured. For the surface
capacitance, air and distilled water were used to compare the change in the capacitance value.
Results from the simulations are showed in table 3.1. Conductor and dielectric losses are
neglected.

Figure 3.4: Design and simulation of capacitive sensor using interdigitated electrodes.
SOLIDWORKS (a) and COMSOL (b) used for design and simulation,
respectively.
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Table 3.1: Simulation of capacitance values for interdigitated electrodes in COMSOL
Multiphysics.
Material

Capacitance Impedance at 500 KHz

FR4 (εr=4.5)

53.09 pF

-j5.996 KΩ

Air (εr=1)

11.38 pF

-j27.971 KΩ

Distilled Water (εr=80) 905.5 pF

-j0.352 KΩ

FR4 + Distilled Water

-j0.332 KΩ

958.59 pF

These results show that the total capacitance in air for the prototype was 64.42 pF,
while the same capacitor with distilled water over the surface was 958.59 pF. Table 1 shows
also the impedance calculation at 500 KHz because that is the operating frequency of the
sensor with the HVD.

3.4 Testing the Capacitive Model
Fabrication of the prototype was performed using standard PCB and a 50Ω track and
SMA connector was added for connection to the VNA. Results obtained from the VNA are
in the form of Z-parameters that we used to convert them to a T-Π circuit as showed in figure
3.3b. Results from the VNA are presented in table 3.2 with the equivalent impedances for the
T-Π circuit at 500 KHz.
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Table 3.2: Comparison between parameters Z and T-Π impedances with capacitive sensor
having interdigitated electrodes with air and distilled water
Parameters Air

Distilled Water

Z11

3.647e+003 -8.967e+003j

1.608e+003 -6.301e+003j

Z12

2.319e+003 -3.539e+003j

1.555e+003 -5.973e+003j

Z21

2.345e+003 -3.497e+003j

1.589e+003 -5.927e+003j

Z22

2.206e+003 -5.084e+003j

1.603e+003 -5.993e+003j

Z1

1.378e+003 -5.388e+003j

5.557e+001 -3.257e+002j

Z2

-1.398e+002 -1.587e+003j 13.847 -66.688j

Z3

2.345e+003 -3.497e+003j

1.589e+003 -5.927e+003j

ZA

2.507e+003 -6.252e+003j

1.974e+003 -7.203e+003j

ZB

1.550e+004 -1.769e+004j

8.322e+003 -3.526e+004j

ZC

3.645e+002 -8.889e+003j

6.982e+001 -3.960e+002j

If we use the Π circuit, we can relate the impedance ZC to the sensor capacitance.
Calculating the capacitance from the imaginary part of ZC, we obtained results for distilled
water of 803.71 pF and for air is 35.809 pF. These results were also reflected in the
measurements of S11 and S22 parameters which indicate the impedance viewed from the ports
1 and 2 (figure 3.5). Table 3.3 illustrates the real and imaginary parts of parameters S11 and
S22 as a function of frequency for both dielectric media, air and distilled water. The results
from air are erratic mostly in the real part. However, results for distilled water, when
comparing real and imaginary parts of S11 and S22, show errors from 0.26 to 5.19% which is
very reasonable for the capacitive sensor prototype.
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Figure 3.5: Smith Chart plots of parameters S from vector network analyzer. a)S11 in air, b)
S22 in air, c) S11 in bi-distilled water, d)S22 in bi-distilled water.
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Table 3.3: Parameters S11 and S22 from VNA measurements at different frequencies and
consolidated errors for distilled water

Dielectric

Real S11

Imaginary S11

Real S22

Imaginary S22

Frequency

media

Ω

Ω

Ω

Ω

f

Air

937

-6.87 K

752.2

-3.823 K

500 KHz

Air

-26.22

-969.25

78.34

-1.083 K

2 MHz

Air

34.33

-410.67

18.913

-424.52

5 MHz

Distilled water

167.36

-363

158.68

-346.96

500 KHz

Distilled water

51.57

-99.8

53.54

-99.43

2 MHz

Distilled water

45.4

-44.14

45.28

-44.43

5 MHz

TITLE Table 3.4

Dielectric media

%Error

%Error

Frequency

|Re(S11)Re(S22)|/|Re(S11)|

|Im(S11)-Im(S22)|/|Im(S11)|

Distilled water

5.19

4.42

500 KHz

Distilled water

3.82

0.37

2 MHz

Distilled water

0.26

0.66

5 MHz

The methodology for the HVD followed the test of the components of the circuit;
from the probes of the oscilloscope to the complete circuit is showed in figure 3.2. Calibration
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of a function generator to a sine wave of 500 kHz and amplitude of 5 Volts p-p to compare
with results from the VNA.
A first measurement was done over the oscilloscope probes to see the capacitance
contribution from them into the measurement of capacitance from the electrodes. After the
measurement of the oscilloscope probes, the electrodes were connected to the circuit and new
measurements were done with air and distilled water. The results obtained from these
measurements are presented in table 3.4. If we remove the capacitance of the oscilloscope
probes, the measured the capacitance of the sensor in air is 58 pF and in distilled water is 840
pF. Table 3.5 shows a comparison between the sensor capacitance results from VNA and
HVD. Errors from 4.21% to 8.43% are obtained with distilled water which allows us to
consider the HVD as a very good candidate to detect impedance changes in polluted waters.

Table 3.4: Measurements from HVD operating at 500 KHz

Component

Resistance

Va

Vz

Phase

Capacitance

(ohms)

(V)

(V)

(ns)

(pF)

Oscilloscope probe

3300

5.0

3.6

210

84.6

Osc. Probe + Electrodes with Air

3300

5.0

2.72

290

142

Osc. Probe + Electrodes with distilled

3300

4.96

0.52

380

924

water
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Table 3.5: Changes in sensor capacitance with different media and consolidated errors
operating at 500 KHz

VNA S11 (pF)

VNA S22 (pF)

HVD (pF)

Air

46.34

83.26

58

Distilled water

876.92

917.41

840

%Error |CS11 – CHVD |/| CS11|

%Error |CS22 – CHVD |/| CS22|

Air

25.15

30.33

Distilled water

4.21

8.43

3.5 Results and Discussion
Having the capacitive sensor operating in a HVD, a test using 0.5 ml of laccase
enzyme (8 U/ml) produced by the fungus Pycnoporus sanguineus was diluted on 7 ml of
distilled water and the change in capacitance was measured. After that 0.5 ml solution of 2,7azinobis (3-ethylbenzothia-zolone-6-sulfonic acid) diammonium salt (ABTS) at 5mM was
added to the enzyme solution, mixed and incubated at room temperature. The ABTS was
used as analyte of interest during the test, due to its phenolic structure, probing the enzymatic
reactivity of the laccase and correlate it with the change of impedance. This compound is
widely use as substrate and the reaction can be easily followed by the color changing. During
the next 10 minutes the oxidation reaction was monitored where the ABTS loss an electron
forming the radical ABTS+ which is observed in the solution as a change in color from
colorless to an intense green as seen on figure 3.6. After 10 minutes, at the end of the redox
reaction, the electrodes did not detect any change in capacitance after the initial change in
the first minutes of the oxidation reaction.
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Figure 3.6: HVD capacitive sensors using interdigitated electrodes. On the left is a sample
with Laccase plus ABTS at the end of the reaction. To the right is a sample of
distilled water.

A second test using 7 ml of phosphorus buffer at 50 mM at pH 7.6 instead of the
distilled water was carried out to compare the results from the measurements. The rest of
conditions from the previous tests were equated. Results obtained comparing the differences
in capacitance during each step of the measurement process with the respective electrical
parameters for the electrical setup of the HVD are showed in table 3.6. The table shows
changes of 7.9% in calculated capacitance when comparing the phosphorous buffer against
the Laccase+ABTS solution. Also, the calculated capacitance from Laccase to
Laccase+ABTS on water has a swing from 8.36 nF to 45.5 nF, an increase of 544%,
meanwhile on phosphorous buffer the difference in Laccase and Laccasa+ABTS goes from
70.9nF to 177nF, an 249% difference. With the specified parameters from the experiments,
we see a clear reduction of the voltage measured on the capacitive sensor due to the frequency
of the signal generator and different dielectric properties of the samples.
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Table 3.6: Changes in sensor´s capacitance using different samples with frequency of 500
KHz

Resistance

Va

Vz

Phase

Calculated

(Ω)

(V)

(mV)

(ns)

Capacitance (nF)

Laccase (distilled Water)

3300

4.9

55.58

521.36

8.36

Laccase + ABTS (distilled

3300

4.89

10.01

514.45

45.5

phosphorus buffer

3300

4.89

9.30

508.64

49.1

Laccase (phosphorus buffer)

3300

4.89

6.48

498.41

70.9

Laccase + ABTS

3300

4.89

2.58

456.76

177

Water)

(phosphorus buffer)

3.6 Summary
Changes in interdigitated capacitive sensors due to physical properties of water
samples, phosphate buffer, laccase enzyme, ABTS+ and the reaction between them over the
sensor surface were successfully detected using both, HVD or VNA schemes. Differences in
the capacitance between simulations in COMSOL and measurement results from VNA and
HVD were due to non-ideal conditions in the fabrication of the electrodes and losses not
considered on the simulation. Comparison between VNA and HDV measurements of
capacitances show errors, of distilled water, of up to 8.43%. Capacitive measurements in the
presence of laccase and ABTS indicated that the system was sensitive enough to detect those
substances in 7.5 milliliters of solution; from whish 0.5ml corresponds to the laccase enzyme
and 0.5 ml to the ABTS+. The response of capacitance between laccase and laccase with
ABTS+ results in an increase in capacitance magnitude of 5.44 in distilled water and 2.49 in
phosphorous buffer as described in table 3.6.
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Comparing the methodologies used between VNA and HVD, results from the VNA
are more complex and need interpretation to relate the results obtained from this method to
the physical phenomena of a change in dielectric properties of a capacitive sensor. HVD
presents results in a simple way with a direct relation between the change in voltages and
phases between signals and the increase or decrease of capacitance in the sensor but using
more hardware to do those measurements (oscilloscope, Signal Generator) although less
complex to use and less expensive than a VNA. HVD also needs an excitation signal with a
frequency that allows a measurement of the impedance of the capacitor close to the resistance
connected in series.
In table 3.4 an excitation signal of 500KHz is connected to the circuit and the
difference in voltages and phase on the capacitive sensor reflects the change of
impedance/dielectric permittivity of the sample. Capacity for liquid samples up to 12.5
milliliters can be used over the 5 cm X 5 cm area of the capacitive electrode which is
protected from corrosion with a nonconductive epoxy resin with less than 0.5 mm thickness.
For bigger liquid samples, the guards around the sensor can be removed and submerged on a
bigger sample as a commercial conductivity sensor with the difference that the one designed
in this research measures the changes in electric field between the fingers of the sensor
instead of a change in different geometries like parallel plates and toroid. The tests performed
to measure capacitance changes in the HVD illustrate a valid technique to detect changes in
dielectric permittivity with enough sensitivity for simple instrumentation hardware.
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Chapter 4: Design and Implementation of
Potentiostat Circuit
This section complements the methodology discussed on chapter 3 with
electrochemical measurements as a technique that complements the results obtained from an
impedance measurement. Electrochemical detection systems can be trained to recognize
different kinds of chemical compounds by the characteristics of the reduction-oxidation
curves obtained in electrochemical tests. Results from this chapter indicate a clear
differentiation between selected contaminants with different concentrations and
differentiation between pollutants according to the statistical data and direct measurement of
signals form the lab equipment.
Even through these results show a favorable outcome for detection of pollutants, the
electrodes used for the measurements, conditions for sample measurement and laboratory
equipment required are expensive and are only usable inside the laboratory. With current
efforts to develop a more sustainable model for control and detection of pollutants, our aim
is to implement a detection system that can provide the same robust results from lab
equipment using components and microfabrication techniques that together present an
economical solution to this problem at hand.
A first step in this direction was presented on chapter 3 where an impedance sensor
developed using only a PCB sensor and a common electrical circuit is enough for detection
in capacitive changes in the nanofarad (nF) range. For electrochemical measurements the
challenge to measure currents in the nanoampere (nA) range while controlling a variable
signal supply using new electrode technology discussed on chapter 2 in a small device
represent an opportunity for innovation and a solution with direct applications to the problem
of emergent pollutants.
This chapter discusses the design and implementation of a potentiostatic circuit and
the results obtained with it using a different array of pollutants and electrodes for comparison.
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4.1 Experimental setup with commercial potentiostat
To propose a benchmark on the custom potentiostat, test with commercial hardware
was done. Equipment for the electrochemical experiments include the use of a commercial
potentiostat 600E form CH instruments, platinum counter electrode, platinum micro working
electrode, glassy carbon working electrode and standard Ag/AgCl reference electrode (figure
4.1). The pollutant to measure on this experiment is hydroquinone. Other pollutants were
considered for this test but results were not satisfactory, due to absorption problems on the
working electrode and non-optimal pH and concentrations. Those other pollutants were
glibenclamide, glipizide, irinotecan, metformin and tolazamide. A more extensive review of
literature is needed to optimize the parameters for their measurement and is outside the scope
of this work and will be researched after the characterization of the custom potentiostat. With
the exception of hydroquinone, the other pollutants are used for treatment of diabetes. These
samples concentrations are fixed at 100 parts per million (ppm) equivalents to 100μg per
1mL of solution. Their molar concentration is presented also on the figures.

b)

a)

c)

Figure 4.1: Electrodes for electrochemical cell, a) Micro platinum electrode (Working
electrode), b) Platinum electrode (Counter electrode), c) Ag/AgCl electrode
(reference electrode)
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For the detection of these compounds, the principal electrochemical technique used
is Cyclic Voltammetry and Square Wave Voltammetry is used for the non-conclusive tests
with the antidiabetics. An analysis of the results is also done with ANOVA processing to get
the statistical difference between concentrations on a same sample.
4.1.1

Analysis of Hydroquinone and Antidiabetics

The test with hydroquinone presents results for 2 electrodes, first is presented results
with the glassy carbon electrode in figure 4.2. Three different concentrations are tested
(0.454mM, 0.908mM and 1.362mM) equivalent to 500, 1000 and 1500 μg of hydroquinone.
The sample is mixed in a buffer solution of phosphate (PBS) at 0.1mM and pH of 7.2. Scan
rate of 50mV/Second is used on the cyclic voltammetry experiment with a triangular wave
with range of -0.4V to 0.8V.

Figure 4.2 Cyclic voltammetry of hydroquinone at 50mV/s on PBS buffet at pH 7.2 with
glassy carbon electrode.
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Table 4.1 illustrate results of the CV of hydroquinone from figure 4.2, currents at the
anodic and cathodic voltages demonstrate an increase in amplitude congruent to the increase
of molarity. This result also demonstrates a lineal relation between concentration and current
without a big deviation on the excitation voltage versus the voltage of the reference electrode.
An anova analysis also demonstrates a statistical difference between different concentrations
of hydroquinone in comparison between means. These results are presented in figure 4.3
where clear baps between means indicate a bigger probability of not be confused one
concentration between each other.

Table 4.1 Currents and voltages form CV of hydroquinone with glassy carbon electrode.
Cyclic Voltammetry of hydroquinone
Concentration (mM)

Ic (μA)

Vc (V)

Ia (μA)

Min Va (V)

0.454

12.7 x10-06

0.03

-13.7 x10-06

0.47

0.908

19.9 x10-06

0.06

-23.3 x10-06

0.55

1.362

28.7 x10-06

0.1

-34.8 x10-06

0.58

Another conclusion from the anova test is that an automated system can recognize
different concentrations by measuring the means of a test and comparing the results with a
calibration curve. This allows for efficient pattern recognition and reliable detection systems
for detection of pollutants.
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Figure 4.3 Means study form anova test. Results indicate that the means of different
hydroquinone test are separated enough for an automated system to recognize
them and differentiate concentrations.
Electrochemical test using a platinum micro electrode were less successful on
hydroquinone with the same buffer conditions. These electrodes presented absorption
problems that decreased their response with the commercial potentiostat, an example on this
is presented on figure 4.4.
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Figure 4.4 CV of hydroquinone with platinum micro electrode. Current graph don’t present
the characteristics peaks of oxidation and reduction.

The hydroquinone experiment, running with concentrations of 0.908, 1.362 and
1.816mM presented a poor electrochemical result, with an atypical Voltage-Current graph,
only a small bump in current at -0.22V is presented but is mostly lost in the measuring
process. The anova comparison with platinum also reveals a close mean between
experiments, making difficult to have a clear identification of curves based on their
concentrations. These results are presented in figure 4.5 and demonstrate that for these
experiments, the platinum microelectrode is not an optimal choice for the system.

Figure 4.5 Comparison of means between experiments of hydroquinone with platinum
microelectrode. Means overlap on each other for all the experiments, making
hard to detect which concentration is being run in the experiment.
Other set of experiments with antidiabetics were planned for comparison with
hydroquinone, but results from these present atypical current curves that are hard to identify.
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An example of these atypical curves is in figure 4.6 where an experiment with glipizide
presents only anodic current peaks and decreased amplitude each time the concentration was
increased. This strange behavior is mostly caused due to an abortion effect on the platinum
microelectrode which decreased the response of it. Also due to the complexity of the
molecule, more specific buffer conditions and parameters are needed to get better responses
to the applied voltage.
Cyclic Voltammetry of Glipizide

-5

4

x 10

3

Acetate Buffer
0.224uMol
0.449uMol
0.673uMol
0.898uMol

Current /A

2

1

0

-1

-2

-3
1.2

1

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2

0

-0.2

-0.4

-0.6

Potential /V

Figure 4.6 Irregular curve of Voltage-Current graph in CV experiment of glipizide due to
absorption effect and complexity of molecule.

Due to the problems characterizing the antidiabetics, the test with them will be done
after more solid knowledge of their optimal conditions is researched.
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4.2 Design of Potentiostatic Circuit
One of the most expensive parts of an electrochemical cell is the potentiostatic circuit
that excites and measures the chemical reactions. For laboratory use, professional chemical
equipment can do a wide variety of tests and measurements on the electrochemical cell for
any different variable that can be measured inside it. The most important one for this research
is cyclic voltammetry as seen in section 4.1. The hardware required for a CV measurement
must:
1. Control the voltage applied to a counter electrode (CE).
2. Measure the current generated at the working electrode (WE)
3. Keep the potential of the reference electrode (RE) with respect to the counter
electrode (CE) at the same potential.
Following these three design rules for the custom circuit, the best component to
achieve the best performance is the analog circuit Operational Amplifier (opamp). This
circuit can accept positive and negative voltages as their power supply, coinciding with the
signals commonly found on CV. It also has a high impedance differential amplifier with a
very high gain as input and a low impedance output.
For this custom electronic circuit, the opamp circuit (represented as a triangle
commonly in schematics) is present in each step of the circuit in different configurations as
is needed depending on how the inputs and outputs are connected. In figure 4.7, the prototype
potentiostatic circuit is presented as a collection of different functional blocks, each one with
a precise function.
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Figure 4.7: Potentiostatic circuit and functional blocks: a) voltage inverter adder, b) voltage
follower, c) current follower, d) electrochemical cell, e) voltage subtraction

The first functional block of the schematic (voltage inverter adder) provides the
counter electrode with the excitation signal for the CV process. To the excitation signal, the
second block (voltage follower) feeds the potential of the reference electrode to maintain a
constant reference voltage. The voltage follower maintains the same potential from the
reference electrode without changing the electrical currents in it. The working electrode is
connected to the current follower. This block converts the current from the working electrode
to a voltage equivalent to the current of the system and amplified by the magnitude of the
feedback resistors. For this schematic, a second current follower is connected to a second
working electrode for current measurements at a different excitation potential. This second
potential is obtained from a voltage substractor block that generates a differential signal from
the two excitation signals at the beginning of the schematic. This new signal is used as a
reference for the current follower of the second working electrode.
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4.3 Generation and Measurement of Signals Using LABVIEW and NI myDAQ
With a potentiostatic circuit ready for the electrochemical cell, the excitation signal
must be generated and currents from the working electrode measured. The hardware chosen
for generation and measurement of signals is the National Instruments (NI) myDAQ. This
hardware is a data acquisition system that generates up to two analog signals and measure
also two analog signals, enough for a CV application. Generation and acquisition of signals
is control by the software Labview, with it, virtual instruments (VI) are implemented for each
task in the CV process. The VI implemented contains a signal generator (sine, triangle,
random waveform) module which achieves the required characteristics for redox excitation.
Another module of the VI is the sampling of the voltage obtained from the potentiostat
generated by the current of the working electrode. Finally a digital processing module is
included for the filtering and processing of the data acquired from the CV. In figure 4.8, we
see the complete system connected to a electrochemical cell, the total footprint of the system
is small enough for easy transportation and connection.

Figure 4.8: Custom electrochemical system. From left to right: 1) Laptop with Labview, 2)
myDAQ acquisition system, 3) Potentiostat, 4) Electrochemical Cell
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The small footprint and easy connection are two important characteristics for the
prototype. This allows an easy transportation and measurements on site, important for a
dynamic methodology where the point of interest may be located on difficult terrain or hard
to reach places.

4.4 Detection of pollutants with carbon electrodes
With the new potentiostat ready for test, we selected three carbon working electrodes
to test with the new circuit (figure 4.9) which register different signals depending of their
individual characteristics and areas. The three electrodes are the glassy carbon from previous
experiments a flat surface pyrolysed carbon electrode and pyrolysed carbon mat electrode,
both made with SU-8 photoresist.
Figure 4.9 Carbon electrodes. From left to right 1) Glassy carbon (Geometrical area:
7mm2), Flat pyrolysed carbon (Geometrical area: 9mm2) and pyrolysed carbon

fiber mat (Geometrical area: 25mm2)
The next tests present results with ferricyanide as a test compound and dopamine at
different concentrations. Results are presented as current density (A/mm2) versus voltage to
normalize the results due to the difference in areas between electrodes. The first results are
presented for ferricyanide with three plots on the same experiment with different working
electrode. Conditions for this experiment is:


Scan rate of 50 mV/s



Range: -0.2V to 0.6V
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Concentration: 5mMol



Buffer: Potassium Chlorite (KCl) at 0.5Mol and pH 7.4

Figure 4.10 Cyclic voltammetry of ferricyanide with three different carbon electrodes using
custom potentiostat.
From the current density versus voltage plot on figure 4.10, and data form this same
experiment on table 4.2, similar response of carbon mat electrode and classy carbon electrode
was measures. A reduced current was present during flat carbon electrode where the current
peaks are reduced considerably, even though the shape of the plots are almost the same. The
current peaks are bigger at the fiber mat carbon electrode with almost with a difference of
around 1μA between this electrode and the glassy carbon one. Current peaks also present
almost the same voltages for the current peaks, demonstrating the stability of the process
without too much drifting.
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Table 4.2 Results for ferricyanide experiment with carbon electrodes with custom
potentiostat
Cyclic Voltammetry of Ferricyanide
Electrode

Ic (μA/mm2) Vc (V) Ia (μA/ mm2) Min Va (V)

Glassy carbon

7.19x10-06

0.14

-6.68 x10-06

0.32

Pyrolysed carbon

4.67 x10-06

0.06

-5.59 x10-06

0.34

Pyrolysed carbon fiber mat

8.06 x10-06

0.08

-7.16 x10-06

0.37

Next, an experiment with neurotransmisor dopamine, the three carbon electrodes
from the last experiment and custom potentiostat, this with the end to see if CV can be
obtained with different compounds. The importance of dopamine for brain cells make it an
interesting molecule for detection that is not directly related to emergent pollutants, but is
affected in the same way than those compounds. Results for this experiment are presented in
figure 4.11 for the graph comparison between electrodes and in table 4.3 for the numeric
comparison in current peaks. The format is the same as the last experiment with the next
parameters:


Scan rate of 50 mV/s



Range: -0.1V to 0.5V



Concentration: 0.02mMol



Buffer: Phosphate Buffer Solution (PBS) at 0.1Mol and pH 7.4
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Figure 4.11 Cyclic voltammetry of dopamine with carbon electrode arrays and custom
potentiostat

Table 4.3 Peak density currents of dopamine with carbon electrodes and custom
potentiostat
Cyclic Voltammetry of Dopamine
Electrode

Ic (μA/mm2) Vc (V) Ia (μA/ mm2) Min Va (V)

Glassy carbon

0.49 x10-06

0.08

-0.92 x10-06

0.32

Pyrolysed carbon

0.23 x10-06

0.08

-1.08 x10-06

0.3

Pyrolysed carbon fiber mat

1.26 x10-06

0.11

-1.7 x10-06

0.3

From the current density plots, the measurement of dopamine has a bigger response
with the carbon fiber mat than with the other two electrodes by around three times more on
the cathodic peak. Voltages are consistent with the current peaks during the complete scan
from -0.1V to 0.5V with clear reproducibility.
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A final experiment for the system, an interdigitated carbon electrode with two
working electrodes was tested with a ferricyanide solution to see the redox amplification
effect on these electrodes. The electrode is based on the one shown on chapter 1 in figure 1.2,
to represent the geometry, a microscope image on figure 4.12 shows the structure of this
electrode.

Figure 4.12: Internal configuration of Carbon Interdigitated Electrode Array seen form
microscope
Parameters for this test are show below with the added parameter of flow over the
electrode to test the effect over redox amplification:


Scan rate of 50 mV/s



Range: -0.2V to 0.6V on working electrode one, 0.6V to -0.2V on working electrode
2



Concentration: 5mMol



Buffer: Potassium Chlorite (KCl) at 0.5Mol and pH 7.4



Controlled flow of solution over the electrode of 0 μL/min and 30 μL/min
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Figure 4.13: Cyclic voltammetry of interdigitated carbon electrodes with ferricyanide
solution with and without flow conditions.
As we see from figure 4.13, the response of the current on the interdigitated electrodes
is too small with flow of 30 μL/min compared to no flow conditions. This is due to the effect
of the flow moving the species being reduced or oxidized from the neighboring electrode to
the solution bulk. We also see an increase of current at the voltage peaks that demonstrate an
increment of at least 10 of the currents comparing the flow and no flow conditions.

4.5 Summary
This chapter discusses the design of a custom potentiostat that fulfils the needs of a
portable electrochemical detector and the test for detection of emergent pollutants. The first
test were done with a commercial potentiostat to demonstrate the necessary characteristics
of the custom potentiostat and the response of the working electrodes. Electrical circuits that
include the operational amplifier circuit are required for their amplification gain and
impedance characteristics desirables for electrochemical measurements. Response form this
system is controlled by the voltage applied to a voltage inverter added, maintaining the
excitation potential with respect to the reference electrode. The current detected by the
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working electrode is then introduced to a current follower block which transforms this current
to a voltage with an amplification equivalent to the feedback resistor.
To generate and acquire the signals form the potentiostat, a DAQ system is added to
the potentiostat, the DAQ selected is the National Instruments myDAQ. This myDAQ
provides two analog inputs and two analogs outputs for data acquisition and generation of
analog signals for the potentiostat. Labview software is also connected to the myDAQ to
generate the excitation signals with the required amplitude, frequency and slope. Data
obtained from myDAQ is processed by Labview, filtering and displaying the currents as a
function of time or a function of voltage.
A first run with a platinum electrode, commercial potentiostat and hydroquinone
demonstrate the current-voltage responses expected for the experiments. Experiments with
three different carbon electrodes on a ferricyanide solution as a calibration solution present a
similar response, displaying the expected current peaks. A second test with dopamine also
illustrates the correct functioning of the device and the differences in current due to the
properties of the electrodes. The third test was done with a carbon interdigitated electrode
and a ferricyanide solution to demonstrate the redox amplification effect of two working
electrodes running the same experiment. With these results the correct operation of the
custom potentiostat is proved and reliable information on the electrochemical characteristics
of the samples can be obtained from the device.
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Chapter 5: Conclusions
This chapter contains a compilation of the research notes and results presented on this
document and proposed projects for idea development to further improve these research. At
the end of this chapter, two appendixes are presented to expand the information from previous
chapters. The first appendix talks about the CD microfluidic platform, a technology that
offers a reliable way for sample preparation and measurement that uses centrifugal force for
the movement of internal samples on internal sensors. The second appendix illustrates the
Labview code used to generate the signals in the cyclic voltammetry and measure the currents
from the redox process.

5.1 Conclusions
Detection of emergent pollutants is an important topic of general concern to the
urbanized population, due to their increase in use and easy incorporation to water resources.
The idea behind this work is to propose a methodology for detection of these pollutants and
control the movement of these compounds to minimize their effect to society. Efforts for
detection of emergent pollutants were done with electrical techniques for their detection; an
example of this is the proposed measurement with electrodes for detection of these
compounds with impedance changes.
As discussed in chapter 3, impedance measurement is an economic technique for the
measurement of physical properties of a sample under test. The concept is based in a change
in the impedance property, resistance to an electrical current, due to a change in the sample.
With differential measurements between a control sample and test sample a measurement of
impedance can detect if the test sample was changed due to an external compound. Test with
water, buffers and laccase demonstrate that impedance chance the moment any of the
compounds is added to bi-distilled water. The detection of this change is done with the
movement of the voltage vectors in a simple R-C circuit, where the electrodes act as a
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capacitor and the sample to measure the dielectric between them. A more complex way to
measure this change is to use a vector network analyzer to find the parameters of the
capacitor, considering the R-C circuit as a transition line. This impedance property is useful
for detection of the change but not for the identification of the compound that was added to
cause this change. This detail have big consequences because we cannot know if for example,
a water sample is being contaminated with a pollutant or just some common buffer solution.
A proposed solution for this problem is the use of electrochemical measurements for the
identification of pollutants.
In chapter 4 we start to develop the idea of use electrochemical measurements, in
specific, cyclic voltammetry, for the detection of specific compounds in a sample solution.
Cyclic voltammetry is a technique based in the principles of oxidation (loss of electrons) and
reduction (gain of electrons) due to a potential between electrodes in contact with the sample.
Depending of the voltage between electrodes the movement of electrons is due to an
oxidation current or a reduction current, these currents increase at specific voltages. Plotting
voltage versus current, these reactions present peaks of current at specific voltages, these
specific points are precise for the compound being measured, allowing a clear identification
of it.
To demonstrate the electrochemical technique, a test with a commercial potentiostat
and the hydroquinone compound allows a demonstration of the desired currents in a CV.
With the results of this test, we started to design a circuit that can process the same excitation
signal for the CV experiment and measure the currents generated. This circuit is based on the
operational amplifier circuit, amplifying the excitation voltage in a counter electrode and
measuring the current generated on the working electrode. Another characteristic of the
circuit is that maintains the potential of the working electrode with respect a reference
electrode, without disturbing the potential of this one. Excitation signal and current
measurement is done with a National Instruments NyDAQ, controlled by Labview software,
also property of National Isntruments.
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Testing of the custom potentiostat with ferricyanide and dopamine as custom samples
demonstrated the oxidation and reduction peaks of the process. Also the result indicate the
difference in current between electrodes is low when the area of the electrode is normalized
with the current. A final test demonstrate the effect in interdigitated carbon electrodes and
the redox amplification technique, which amplifies the currents due to an increase of the
analytes on the surface of the neighboring electrode.
The results on these test where all positive with the exception of tests on a micro
platinum electrode, which presented problems with absorption effects, reducing the response
of the electrode. Another problem was related with the sample preparation and choosing of
parameters for experimentation on anti-diabetics, without a careful experimental setup,
results were not representative of the electrochemical characteristics of these compounds.

5.2 Future Research
Test of the custom potentiostat presented positive results, from measuring currents to
maintaining excitation voltages, the system worked as expected and obtained congruent data,
expected for the chemical reactions. An opportunity to improve this system is presented in
the circuit design, current prototypes use a through-hole system for electronic components,
more susceptible to noisy signals and contact problems. Changing to surface mount
technology can improve the resistance to electrical noise form the power supply and reduce
the footprint of the circuit. Another proposed addition is the implementation of a custom
analog to digital and digital to analog modules for excitation signals and measurement of
currents. These modules can be implemented on the same potentiostat circuit, reducing the
dependence of National Instruments hardware, removing the need of an expensive data
acquisition system (MyDAQ). A next step in this direction would be the removal of the
Labview software, replacing it with a custom made program, improving the speed of
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processing and only using the most important functions for generation and measurement of
signals.
Further test with new compounds are also needed to verify the expected signals for
different kinds of pollutants and find the optimal conditions for those compounds, like the
anti-diabetics mentioned before. The system also needs to recognize the differences in current
peaks between different pollutants for be a complete detection system. New algorithms are
being studied to be implemented for pattern recognition, identification of samples with more
than one pollutant mixed on the same sample is desired for future testing.
Lastly, a new sample preparation and measurement platform on CD is being prepared
for future experimenting. This CD system can store samples in microfluidic CD’s and control
the preparation, flow rate, measurement and disposal of the samples inside it. As presented
in figure 5.1, the flow chart represents the expected result of complete monitoring system
that integrates this CD technology with an improved detection system.
Water solution
Sample

CD Microfluidic
system

Processing

No
Is response
beyond
threshold
limit?

I
Statistical
Analysis

V

Yes

Provide
Alarm

Figure 5.1 Flow diagram of response system using a CD platform and custom monitoring
device
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A more detailed explanation of the CD system and their characteristics are presented
on appendix A. The appendix A covers operation theory of the CD, construction of Spin
station for CD’s and test of heating and cooling samples inside a CD.
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Appendix A: CD Microfluidics
Sample preparation is an important step before solution measurement. Desired
optimal conditions are expected during preparation to assure the results during measurement
are closest to expected ideal response. Also during measurement these ideal conditions must
be preserved trough the duration of the experiment. To maintain these conditions samples
and methodologies must follow a precise experimental design so results are expected to
theoretical data, achieving a minimum waste of resources. CD microfluidics are a platform
where experimental parameters and near ideal conditions can be maintained for the duration
of the experiment with controlled quantities of samples.

A.1 State of the Art and Principles of operation
Microstructures etched inside a CD represent an alternative model for the parallel
preparation and analysis of samples in a controlled environment with advantage of combine
these on the same disc. Another advantage of CD systems are the use of only centrifugal
forces and capillary effects to control flow inside reservoirs and chambers in the CD without
the use of valves. Even though centrifugal and capillary are the most common forces during
analyses, they are complemented in most cases by external forces that complement the
experiment, like heat radiation, contact cooling and heating and magnetic forces to increase
the number of applications in a CD. Some of the applications for CD microfluidics are the
separation of blood plasma [88], dielectrophoresis [89], multiplexed immunoassays [90] and
PCR amplification [91].
Typically, a microfluidic CD contains a reservoir chamber where a sample is stored
or prepared beforehand and sealed inside, this chamber can connect to a reaction chamber
for measuring with a given process depending of the material and sample contained and at
the end a waste site for disposal. Other chambers can be included with different functions
like mixing, splitting, measuring, separation for a wider array of sample preparation and
measurement.
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To comprehend how the centrifugal force can move a liquid, an equation that relates
the velocity of a CD and average velocity of a fluid (U) and volumetric flow (Q) are presented
next [92]:
𝑈=

𝐷ℎ2 𝜌𝜔 2 𝑟̅ Δ𝑟
32𝜇𝐿

𝑄 = 𝑈𝐴

(6.1)
(6.2)

From equation 6.1 and 6.2, Dh is the hydraulic diameter of the channel (also defined
as 4A/P where A is the cross-sectional area and P is the wetted perimeter of the channel), ρ
is the density of the liquid, ω is the angular velocity of the CD, 𝑟̅ is the average distance of
the liquid in the channel to the center of the disk, Δ𝑟 is the radial extent of the fluid, µ is the
viscosity of the solution, and L is the length of the liquid in the capillary channel. Figure A1.1
presents a microfluidic CD with some of these indicated parameters.

Figure A.1: Representation of a Microfluidic CD with internal chambers. The liquid inside
the chambers is moved with rotary energy and capillary effects
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To control the fluid in the CD, two types of valves are used, hydrophobic valves
which decrease abruptly the hydrophobic cross-section channel and capillary valves that stop
the liquid with a capillary pressure barrier at junction where the channel diameter suddenly
expands. For the liquid to overcome the sudden narrowing of the hydrophobic valve, require
a pressure Δ𝑝 calculated as:
1

1

1

1

Δ𝑝 = 2𝜎𝐿 cos(θc ) [(𝑤 ) + (ℎ )] − [(𝑤 ) + (ℎ )]
1

1

2

2

(6.3)

Where 𝜎𝐿 is the liquid surface tension, 𝜃𝑐 is the contact angle, w1 and h1 are the width
and height of the channel before restriction and w2 and h2 width and height of the channel
after restriction. With capillary valves, to allow the flow of liquid, the liquid pressure at the
meniscus (Pm) from the centripetal force must be less or equal to the capillary barrier pressure
(Pcb). The equations describing this forces are presented next:
𝑃𝑐𝑏 =

4γal sin 𝜃𝑐
𝐷ℎ

𝑃𝑚 = 𝜌𝜔2 𝑟̅ Δ𝑟

(6.4)
(6.5)

Where 𝛾𝑎𝑙 is the surface energy per unit area of the liquid-air is interface and 𝜃𝑐 is
the contact angle.

A.2 Design and Analysis of rotating platform for CD Applications
Development of CD microfluidics present challenge not only in the design of the disc
itself, but also the rotary platform that is needed in order to implement a CD system.
A rotary platform must provide support for a CD to achieve the required control of
revolutions per minute (rpm) for the custom CD application, have a clear view of the CD for
microscope monitoring or fluorescent measurements, depending of the application, systems
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to heat, cool and connect electrically the spinning disc and protection for the user. A rotary
platform for CD was designed and constructed at University of California, Irvine (UCI) for
handling and testing microfluidics CDs in PCR applications, figure A1.2 shows the rotatory
platform design and figure A1.3 the finished design.

Figure A.2: Solidworks design of rotatory platform. This platform can move the CD at
specific rpm and heat specific sections of the CD

With the design ready, fabrication of the platform using aluminum extrudes, plates,
and external components, a safe rotary platform was build.
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Figure A.3: Finished rotary platform, Front view (left), top view and opening for
microscope (right)

The current rotating platform contains a slip ring mounted over a brushless motor for
electrical contact to the disc which are used for electrodes inside a CD [89], [93] or
connections to external components to the disc as thermistors or resistors. Blowers are
installed on top and the bottom of the microfluidic CD holder for quick removing of heat
form other techniques that use a high temperature for a process or experiment that also
requires a quick cooling. The slip ring is mounted over a brushless motor connected to a
motor controller, this allows to control the rpm, acceleration and general movement of the
CD using a computer connected through a serial port. Over the CD is mounted an IR lamp
on a moving rail pulled by a step motor and cooled by two mini blowers, the purpose of this
lamp is to heat a specific band on the CD by moving the rail to a specific position and
concentrate light in a specific radius The specific heat on only one part of the CD is needed
for pneumatic methodologies [94], [95] and other process that need heat in specific zones
[91], [96]. IR sensors are mounted at different radius for measuring of temperature on the
CD surface.
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For the control of these components and logging of information, a printed circuit
board (PCB) connected to a computer is paced between the power connections of sensors,
blowers, lamp and electric contacts on the slip ring and control is gained by activation or
deactivating relays acting as on-off switches and voltage control pro the IR lamp.

A.3 Heat Transfer on CD
For validation on heating and cooling samples inside microfluidic CDs several test
on different discs and combinations of blowers, heat resistors and IR lamp where used for
the characterization of heating and cooling profiles. For heating, three heat sources are used,
heat resistors (10Ω, 25W) that are solder to circular pcb and activated by the contacts on the
slip ring, and IR lamp (12V 100W) controlled with voltage from the control pcb and a peltier
element to heat with a controlled voltage. Cooling is done with blowers at the bottom and top
of the CD using air at room temperature (25ºC). Different kinds of CDs are also introduced,
the principal differences are the polycarbonate bottom of the disc which it may be transparent
or black as seen on figure A.4.

Figure A.4: Microfluidic CD made for different polycarbonate sheets. Black CD (left) and
Transparent CD (right)
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Measurements of temperatures on the sample are made with two methods; the first is
using two IR sensors on top of the disc which produce a voltage that varies lineally with the
temperature at a slope of 10mV/ºC. The second measurement uses a thermistor that is
introduced inside the chamber (figure A.5) with the sample to heat and cool, this element
changes in resistance depending of the temperature according to a logarithmic scale. With
this information, we can create plots of temperature versus time on top and inside the sample
for a very precise measurement of temperature.

Figure A.5: Microfluidic chamber with water as biological sample and thermistor for
temperature measuring

The first tests are done using a back disc, during the experiments a setpoint of 95°C
is marked on the control system so the temperature is increased form room temperature to
this value using the IR lamp or resistor. After reaching 95°C, the setpoint is moved to 30°C
and blowers activated for cooling.
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The results from these experiments are presented in the figure A.6 plots that compare
heating and cooling curves using IR lamp, resistors and blowers; table A.1 presents heating
and cooling rates obtained from the slopes of the curves from figure A.6:

Figure A.6: Comparison of temperature profiles on black disc using IR lamp (blue line) and
power resistor (green line)

Table 6.1 Calculated heating and cooling rates form figure A.6 lines from black disc
measurements
Sample Measurement

Surface Measurement

Heat

Heating Rate

Cooling Rate

Heating Rate

Cooling Rate

Source

(°C/s)

(°C/s)

(°C/s)

(°C/s)

IR Lamp

4.68

-0.87

6.90

-1.12

Resistor

0.46

-0.87

0.038

-0.06
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From results obtained and presented on figure A.6 and table A.1, the black disc
presents better heating and cooling rates using the IR lamp. Resistor heating presents a very
slow rate of heating but due to the low temperatures over the disc, it may be more practical
for handling in specific situations.
Tests over the transparent disc are divided on two categories depending on whether
the sample chamber is routed under to allow the heat resistor closer to the sample (figure
A.7). On the routed disc, an aluminum foil placed under the chamber between the resistor
and the disc to increase the heat transfer between sample and resistor and to seal the open
chamber.

Figure A.7: Difference between disc without routing on the bottom (left) and routed (right)

Results for heat transfer on transparent disc are presented in figures A.8 and A.9 with
a comparison between disc heat and cooling rates on table A.2
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Figure A.8: Comparison of temperature profiles of transparent disc samples using IR lamp,
resistor and IR lamp + resistor

Figure A.9: Comparison of temperature profiles on transparent disc samples with aluminum
foil using IR lamp, resistor and IR lamp + resistor
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Table A.2: Comparison of heating and cooling rates on transparent disc calculated from the
slopes in figures A.8 and A.9
Sample Measurement

Surface Measurement

Heating

Cooling

Heating

Cooling

Rate (°C/s)

Rate (°C/s)

Rate (°C/s)

Rate (°C/s)

IR

2.01

-0.61

2.34

-0.69

Resistor

0.33

-0.66

0.024

-0.03

IR + Resistor

3.85

-0.67

3.45

-0.15

IR (Al foil)

3.48

-0.92

3.32

-0.97

8.82

-1.35

0.01

-0.05

10.30

-1.30

2.30

-0.25

Heat Source

Resistor (Al
foil)
IR + Resistor
(Al foil)

Results in table A.2 reveal an increase in temperature rates when using the combined
IR lamp and resistor, but is improved almost three times when combined with the aluminum
foil under the chamber. Comparing results form table A.1 and A.2 we see that heat transfer
is high in IR light on the black disc due to the absorption of more energy thanks to the black
color.

6.4 Summary
Handling of small samples and preparation of these are an important part of the
experimentation process, without it, results are not reliable enough and may not be
reproducible. CD microfluidics offers a solution to the sample preparation, measurement and
disposal concentrating all these steps in an inexpensive unique disc system. Centrifugal and
capillary forces move the reagents and samples in the disc to the chambers where preparation
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or measurement is done. Also external forces like heat, light or cooling are implemented to
the disc to increase the treatments to the sample in the disc. For implementation of a CD
system, a custom rotary platform with a variable speed, control of external forces, and
microscope is used. Control of this platform is done with a PC and Labview software which
collects measurements of temperature, rpm of the disc and data form the sample.
The principal focus on CD research for this work is the heat transmission to a sample
inside a CD from an IR lamp and a power resistor. The characteristics of the IR lamp allow
the transmission of heat through radiation while the power resistor transmits this energy
through contact. Test on two different discs (black and transparent) demonstrate how the heat
transmits differently between them. For the black disc test with only IR lamp and resistor
demonstrate the heating rate is 10 times faster with IR light than with the resistors. For tests
with the transparent disc, two different disc are implemented, one with the bottom layer intact
and another with a small opening under the chamber with aluminum foil as a base. Heating
rates with IR lamp are lower on the disc with Al foil, with a small increase on the disc without
it but still lower compared to the black disc. Heat rate on the resistor was increased over three
times compared to the IR heating on the disc with Al foil, surpassing those of the black CD.
These results demonstrate forms in which the CD technology can be improved for a better
heat transmission for several kinds of reactions depending of the heat transfer rates.
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